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Author’s response to reviews:

So sorry that I missed the below.

1. Abstract: remove all capitals for subheadings (i.e background, not BACKGROUND).
   Change made, I didn't realise that I had only applied the changes to the manuscript and not this editorial manager section. Should now be consistent across both areas.

2. Staheli arch index needs to have capital S.
   Done throughout. Could only find 1 x with no capital. Also made one change to a 'Volpon' with no capital.

3. Please amend your reference list. Journals needs to be abbreviated using PubMed abbreviations. Some references are incorrect (#18), there is no need for doi numbers (eg: #25), some titles are in capitals (eg: #48), and some authors are in capitals (eg: #53).
   I have gone through the reference list. I am cross-eyed looking at it. I cannot find any other mistakes. I hope I have got them all.